
Reception – Summer 1 Wk 3 

Reading  
Children read and understand simple sentences. They use 
phonic knowledge to decode regular words and read them 
aloud accurately. They also read some common irregular 
words. They demonstrate understanding when talking with 
others about what they have read.  
(Your child may not have reached this point at present, this is 
the target we are working towards.)  

  
As before, please continue to read to your child for at least 30 
minutes a day. This does not need to be in one go, we would 
suggest x3 10 minute story times. There are also a few authors 
reading their stories on YouTube and other platforms. Refer to 
the What’s on this week list below. 
 
The following task is the same as before. Choose a book to 
read every day for the week...  
 
Task:  It is important to question children on the stories that 
are read to them, to aid understanding and make the child 
aware of elements of stories to listen out for. Choose a book, 
look at the front cover ask your child what they think the story 
is about. See if they can identify the title. Read the story, ask 
your child what the story was about, who are the characters? 
Where is the story set? What happens at the beginning, 
middle and end of the story? Ask what they liked about the 
story and one thing they might change or have done 
differently? Any engagement with the text and reflection on 
the structure of the story is supporting your child’s learning, 
though try to keep this brief and try not to do all of the above 
at each sitting! Read the story a few times over the week 
building on your child’s understanding. 
 
If you feel that your child is capable, look at the text with your 
child and see if they can identify any words or sounds in the 
text. 

Physical Development 

Children know the importance for good health of physical exercise, 

and a healthy diet, and talk about ways to keep healthy and safe. They 

manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs successfully, 

including dressing and going to the toilet independently. 

(Your child may not have reached this point at present, this is the 

target we are working towards.) 

 

 

It is very important to discuss good hygiene, and how to wash your 

hands appropriately. I am sure your child is already very good at this, 

but as it will be paramount when we return to school, it is good to 

refresh your child on good practise. 

 

Try to encourage your child to do some physical exercise every day, on 

top your daily exercise outside. There are a lot of indoor exercise 

videos for children on YouTube to inspire your children to exercise. Joe 

Wicks is good for gross motor skills, or you could try Yoga Bugs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOgHL7Of3js 

on YouTube. Though dancing for a few minutes throughout the day to 

your favourite song can be as effective. 

 

Then try a fine motor skill activity from building a structure with Lego 

to drawing from real life eg a can of soup/ flowers/ favourite toy/ 

mum! 

 

Encourage your child to do dress themselves independently (if they 

don’t already) and support them in making choices about their clothes. 

 

Mathematics  

Children count reliably with numbers from one to 20, place 
them in order and say which number is one more or one 
less than a given number. Using quantities and objects, they 
add and subtract two single-digit numbers and count on or 
back to find the answer. They solve problems, including 
doubling, halving and sharing. 
(Your child may not have reached this point at present, this 
is the target we are working towards.)   
 
Shapes 
 

Recap 2d shapes chn to name the 2d shapes, recap the 
properties of 2d shapes chn to highlight the sides and 
corners on a template. 
You can draw the shapes for your child, triangle, square, 

rectangle, circle, oval and pentagon. They can then 
complete the activity. 

 
Recap 3d shapes, chn to name the shapes (cone, cube, 
cuboid, pyramid, sphere, cylinder), recap the properties of 
3d shapes (How many faces? ...vertices? ...sides?) Childen to 
highlight vertices, faces and sides. Use actual objects 
around your home to do the activity. 
 
Go on a shape hunt around your home and see how many 
2d and 3d shapes you can find.  

1. You can complete the shape hunt. 

2. Take a photo and describe the shapes you have 

found. 

3. Make a building, tower using the 3d shapes you 

found. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOgHL7Of3js
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Understanding the world  
Children know about similarities and differences in relation to 
places, objects, materials and living things. They talk about the 
features of their own immediate environment and how 
environments might vary from one another. They make 
observations of animals and plants and explain why some 
things occur, and talk about changes.  
(Your child may not have reached this point at present, this is 
the target we are working towards.)  
 

Now that your child knows a bit about minibeasts (Please refer 

to last week’s plans). 

 

This is the book that we are working from this week. 

Aaargh Spider 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5df388jmToo 
 

Continue to look at minibeasts; 
Compare and contrast different minibeasts. Start with Spiders 

and Beetles.  
 
Play a game by describing 2 minibeasts that the children have 

to guess eg I have 6 legs. I can fly. I am red with black 
spots. 

 
Then get children to choose 2 minibeasts and describe them, 

without using their names. 
They can then either record, video or write the clues down, for 

teacher to guess the answer. 
 

Writing   
Children use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways which 
match their spoken sounds. They also write some irregular common 
words. They write simple sentences which can be read by themselves 
and others. Some words are spelt correctly and others are phonetically 
plausible.  
(Your child may not have reached this point at present, this is the 
target we are working towards.)   
 
Let’s write a story! 
This activity can be done over 10-20 minutes over 3 days, rather than 
all in one go. (Unless your child is enthusiastic and you have the time.) 
 
Firstly explain to your child that the stories have different parts to 

them. The beginning, middle and end. In the beginning you establish 

who is in the story (the characters) and where the story is happening 

(the setting.) Ask your child to think of a minibeast to be the main 

character of their story eg a spider, a slug and then get them to think 

of where this minibeast might be living eg in a web, under a stone. 

Explain that they need to think of a sentence using this information eg 

The spider sat in the web. This will be the beginning of the story. [ If 

you feel your child is capable, you can get your child to think of some 

descriptive words to add to the sentence eg The black hairy spider sat 

in the middle of the sticky web.] Then support your child were 

necessary to write the sentence. Keep it as simple as possible, and get 

your child to sound out the words they want to use. Remind child of 

finger spaces and full stops. [We are not concerned with capital letters 

at this stage but if your child is confident with capital letters, you can 

teach them to use them.] 

Next, get your child to look at the middle of the story. This is usually 

where there is a dilemma or issue eg The spider slipped of the web. [If 

your child is confident, you can encourage them to write more than 1 

sentence for the middle.] Get your child to write as much as they can 

independently. 

Lastly, we come to the end. This is when the dilemma or issue has 

been resolved, e.g. The spider shoots out some web and swung on to 

a branch. Once again encourage your child to think up the sentence 

and then use their phonic knowledge to write it out. 

Creative - Music 
Children sing songs, make music and dance, and experiment 

with ways of changing them. They safely use and explore a 

variety of materials, tools and techniques, experimenting 

with colour, design, texture, form and function. 

(Your child may not have reached this point at present, this 
is the target we are working towards.)   
 
MUSIC- Make a musical instrument out of materials from 
around the house. Pot and pan drum, plastic bottle shaker, 
spoons! 
  
Watch and learn the song spider in the bath 
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=spider+in+the+bat
h&docid=608039619298002181&mid=A31EC91D113045AF
CAB1A31EC91D113045AFCAB1&view=detail&FORM=VIRE 
 
You can then join in with your musical instrument to add to 
the energy. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5df388jmToo
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=spider+in+the+bath&docid=608039619298002181&mid=A31EC91D113045AFCAB1A31EC91D113045AFCAB1&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=spider+in+the+bath&docid=608039619298002181&mid=A31EC91D113045AFCAB1A31EC91D113045AFCAB1&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=spider+in+the+bath&docid=608039619298002181&mid=A31EC91D113045AFCAB1A31EC91D113045AFCAB1&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
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What’s on this week?  

If you have not already, please sign your child into Seesaw. This is the portal the school is using to support you with your 

child’s home learning. Hopefully you will find it easier to follow with more clearly defined activities than on this sheet. 

Remember to log onto LGFL for lots more learning activities https://my.uso.im/ogps 

     SITES to support learning: Super Simple Songs, the Singing Walrus, Kids TV123, and Little Smart Planet. 

Andy's wild workouts on BBC bitesize https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p06tmmvz 

The Ballet Coach on you tube (she does a littles one age 2-5 or a primary one)  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjoXKtJLuyb6gAG3sQlyq0Q 

Cosmic Yoga videos https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga 

Yoga Bug videos https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUwHJpDvWE 

IF IT IS POSSIBLE, PLEASE CAN YOU TAKE A PHOTO OF ANY HOME LEARNING AND SEND TO  

info@oxfordgardens.rbkc.sch.uk with Mr Brennan in the subject line. 

 

https://my.uso.im/ogps
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p06tmmvz
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjoXKtJLuyb6gAG3sQlyq0Q
https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mUwHJpDvWE

